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ABSTRACT
ViMer is a visual debugging environment for Mer ury programs whi h has three main ontributions. First, it employs
a new exe ution tree representation, the layered AND-OR
tree, whi h we believe provides a better way of visualizing
ba ktra king in AND-OR-like trees. Se ond, it uses in remental onstraint-solving to eÆ iently draw and in rementally update the visualization of the exe ution tree. And
nally, it borrows te hniques from standard tra ers (su h as
the use of spy points to redu e the amount of tree nodes, and
the pla ement of restri tions on the amount of information
stored at ea h node) that help keep the tool eÆ ient while
still providing enough information for debugging.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.2 [Programming Languages℄: Language Classi ations|Constraint and logi languages ; D.3.4 [Programming
Languages℄: Pro essors|Debuggers

Keywords
exe ution trees, visualization, in remental tree layout

1.

INTRODUCTION

There has been a signi ant amount of resear h into debugging of logi and onstraint logi programming languages
(see for example, [3, 16, 12℄ and their referen es). In parti ular, this resear h has resulted in several sophisti ated visual
debugging tools su h as the Transparent Prolog Ma hine [7℄
(TPM) developed for Prolog, Explorer [16℄ developed for Oz,
APT [6℄ developed for CIAO, and the Exe ution Tree Viewer
(ETV) [1℄ developed for PrologIV. However, the pi ture is
far from perfe t, and in pra ti e most LP programmers use
simple textual debuggers (also alled tra ers) little better
than those provided twenty years ago.
One reason for this might be the usual relu tan e by
programmers to stop using already-familiar environments.
However, we believe there are three other reasons for their
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la k of a eptan e by programmers in the logi programming ommunity. The rst reason is that none of the trees
employed by these tools to display exe ution ow is ideal:
TPM and APT employ AORTA trees (a variant of AND-OR
trees) whi h do not provide adequate visualization of the exe ution of non-deterministi programs, while Explorer and
ETV use SLD trees whi h are good for displaying the exe ution of non-deterministi programs but are not well-suited
for displaying exe ution of deterministi programs. The se ond problem not adequately addressed in those tools is how
to eÆ iently re-layout the exe ution tree when this is displayed in rementally. This is parti ularly problemati for
AND-OR tree based visualizations in whi h ba ktra king
an greatly modify the tree not only by adding but also by
eliminating nodes. And nally, we believe these tools store
and manipulate too mu h information. ETV and APT are
o -line tools, i.e., they ompute the omplete exe ution tree
and the variable values asso iated to ea h node before reating the visualization. TPM and Explorer an both inrementally display the exe ution tree as it is reated but
both still store too mu h information about nodes in the
tree (Explorer an forget some information, but only a level
at a time).
This paper presents ViMer, a debugging environment for
Mer ury spe i ally designed to over ome the problems identi ed above thanks to three novel features. First, ViMer
uses a new representation for the exe ution tree, the layered
AND-OR tree. It is similar to an AORTA diagram for deterministi programs, but uses \redo" layers to visualize ba ktra king, whi h we believe provide a more intuitive and omplete visualization. Se ond, it uses in remental onstraintsolving algorithms to eÆ iently re ompute the layout of the
exe ution tree as it is built in rementally. This allows optimal utilization of limited s reen spa e at every point in
the visualization. And nally, it borrows several te hniques
from standard tra ers that help keep the tool pra ti al, i.e.,
reasonably eÆ ient while still providing enough information
for debugging.
In parti ular, like Explorer and TPM, ViMer builds the
exe ution tree in rementally as the user steps through the
exe ution. Unlike previous tools, ViMer uses two me hanisms that obviate the need for memorizing every variable binding information a ross the whole exe ution: \spy
variables" whi h involves sele tive memorization of variable
bindings, and a `retry' ommand whi h involves limited reexe ution of the tree.
Furthermore, ViMer allows the user to indi ate the prediates of interest, similarly to how most tra ers provide \spy-
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Figure 1: Overview of ViMer

points" (also known as break-points), with exe ution of other
predi ates remaining hidden. This behaviour, whi h is ommonly supported by standard tra ers and by more sophistiated monitoring tools su h as Opium [5℄, is vital to redu e
the size of the internal tree data stru tures, the amount of
ommuni ation between the debugger and the instrumented
program, and the size of the tree shown to the user.
The rest of the paper pro eeds as follows. Se tion 2 provides an overview of the Mer ury language and its support
for ViMer. Se tion 3 provides a brief look at earlier approa hes for visualizing exe ution and details the approa h
taken by ViMer: the layered AND-OR tree. Se tion 4 details the hoi es made in ViMer to in rease eÆ ien y, while
Se tion 5 explains how onstraint solving is used to visualize
the tree. Se tion 6 qui kly reports on the status of the implementation and presents other features. Se tion 7 presents
the results of our experimental evaluation, and Se tion 8
on ludes.

2.

OVERVIEW OF MERCURY AND ViMer

The logi programming language Mer ury [18℄ has been
designed to support programming in the large. It requires
the programmer to de lare the type, mode and determinism
of ea h exported predi ate. This information is used to provide stri ter error he king at ompile time, and to reate
spe ialized more eÆ ient versions of the predi ates, alled
pro edures. Modi ations to the original sour e ode in lude
literals being normalized and reordered, lauses being transformed into a single lause disjun tion, and disjun tions in
whi h only one bran h is known to su eed (sin e sele tion is
based on the value of a ground variable) being transformed
into swit hes.
When debugging is enabled, the exe ution of a Mer ury
program is represented as a sequen e of events. These events
an be pla ed into two ategories: external and internal.
External events ( all, redo, exit, fail and ex eption) deal
with the exe ution moving from one pro edure to another.
Internal events (disjun tions, negations, if-then-elses and
swit hes) illustrate the ow of exe ution internal to the proedure. Information about ea h event in ludes a unique ID,
the asso iated pro edure all and predi ate, the depth of the
all, the type of the event ( all, disjun tion, et .), the line
number of the related literal within the sour e ode, and
information about the event's lo ation within the original
lause.
Mer ury provides a quite exible external debugger interfa e whi h allows its users to, for example, step through ea h

event, examine its details and those of the urrent program
state, skip a xed number of steps, jump to the next event
mat hing given riteria (e.g. only about a given set of pro edures), and re-exe ute from a parti ular event1 . The external interfa e also allows the debugger to obtain the names
and values of the variables asso iated to the last event.
Figure 1 shows the three major omponents of ViMer and
how they inter onne t with (a) Mer ury's external debugger interfa e and (b) the C++ onstraint solving toolkit
QOCA [11℄, whi h was spe i ally designed for intera tive
graphi al appli ations. The event pro essor module is responsible for re eiving the event information and determining the ne essary adjustments to the tree stru ture (if any).
The tree onstru tion module supports the storage, onstru tion and manipulation of the internal tree representation, and uses QOCA to ompute the tree layout. Its
implementation is very generi and it is used for displaying
both the exe ution tree and data stru tures. Finally, the
user interfa e module uses the T l/Tk graphi al toolkit [13℄
to implement the system's user interfa e and draw the exeution tree on-s reen. The urrent implementation onsists
of approximately 12000 lines of newly-written and 1500 lines
of modi ed Mer ury ode.
It is important to mention that the Mer ury distribution
already in ludes three debuggers. The rst is a standard
pro edural tra er. The se ond is a de larative debugger
built on top of the tra er whi h, upon indi ation from the
user of an in orre t tra e event, attempts to nd a parent
event whi h aused the error by using the programmer as
an ora le. The third and nal debugger is Morphine [9℄, a
programmable ommand line interfa e whi h an be used
both for intera tively monitoring and debugging Mer ury
exe utions.
These debuggers are textual in nature and mostly orthogonal to ViMer sin e they fo us on di erent problems. Furthermore, they ould be ombined with ViMer to obtain a
more powerful and exible tool. In the ase of the standard pro edural tra er, the ombination would allow the
user to build and explore the tree using the perhaps more
familiar tra e environment. In the ase of the de larative
debugger, the ombination ould be used to better pinpoint
the ause of a bug by, for example, highlighting the path
traversed ba kwards in sear h of the event that aused the
error. In the ase of Morphine, the ombination an be per1
Re-exe ution is not orre t in the presen e of side-e e ts
su h as I/O. In those ases a warning is issued and the user
is required to on rm the re-exe ution.

formed through Morphine's exible olle t predi ate (as illustrated by [8℄) and would provide the user with enormous
exibility regarding event storage, manipulation and visualization. For example, it an be used to highlight events
asso iated to parti ular predi ates, store and display the
value of variables of interest, et . Su h ombinations are,
however, outside the s ope of this paper.
The following se tions look in detail at the more novel
aspe ts of ViMer.
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THE LAYERED AND-OR TREE

This se tion presents the new exe ution tree representation used by ViMer: the layered AND-OR tree. It rst provides a brief look at the two most ommon approa hes for
visualizing exe ution trees: SLD-trees and AND-OR trees.
It then presents a variation of AND-OR trees, the AORTA
diagrams, whi h are the basis of our layered trees. Then, the
basi hara teristi s of the layered AND-OR tree and their
appli ation to deterministi exe utions are presented. Finally, the hara teristi s of layered AND-OR trees are ompared to those of the AORTA diagrams for the ase of nondeterministi programs.
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Both formats have advantages and disadvantages. SLDtrees provide a very lear representation of non-deterministi
programs sin e ba ktra king simply leads to new bran hes in
the tree. This is true not only for shallow ba ktra king (the
kind represented in Figure 2 where a solution is ultimately
found for the predi ates) but also for deep ba ktra king,
i.e., that in whi h no answers are found for a predi ate and
exe ution revisits a previously su essful all in sear h of
alternative solutions. That is why a variation of the SLDtree is ommonly used in onstraint logi programming to
visualize variable hoi es: ea h layer in the tree represents
a variable and ea h node represents a hoi e of value for
that variable. Therefore, ea h su essful bran h will show
one possible solution. This is the visualization used, for
example, in [17℄.
However, exe utions with little ba ktra king yield a thin,
tall SLD tree, whi h a hieves neither a ompa t representation nor good insight into the exe ution ow. This is a
parti ular problem for Mer ury, sin e most Mer ury pro edures are deterministi . AND-OR trees, on the other hand,
give rise to broader trees when representing the exe ution
of deterministi ode (see Figure 2). They also make it easier to identify the beginning and end of a parti ular predi ate all sin e this orresponds to the subtree under the
asso iated node. However, as detailed in [14℄ they have several problems, su h as their inability to display exe ution
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3.1 Earlier approaches for visualizing execution
The aim of the visualization is to provide the user with
a ompa t and lear view of the exe ution ow. Most visualization tools for logi programs are based on (variations
of) either SLD trees [10℄ or AND-OR trees [2℄. SLD-trees
display onjun tions verti ally and disjun tions horizontally
while AND-OR trees display both onjun tions and disjun tions horizontally by alternating AND and OR nodes. Figure 2 uses both approa hes to illustrate the exe ution of goal
a for a simple deterministi program (i.e., all its predi ates
have at most one answer) whi h ontains some ba ktra king.

and
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g

AND−OR tree

Figure 2: SLD versus AND-OR tree formats

of non-deterministi ode whi h might imply the deletion of
previously su essful bran hes.
For example, let us modify the program of Figure 2 by
eliminating the fail literal from the rst lause of prediate a. Let us then assume that after su essfully obtaining
the rst answer for predi ate a, the exe ution pro eeds exeuting some other goal z but, at some point, an error auses
the exe ution to ba ktra k until it nds the se ond solution
for a. Then, the tree already displayed for z will have to be
deleted to allow for the new exe ution. Furthermore, even
if no new solution was found, one needs to at least mark the
displayed tree in some way to indi ate the failure. These
de ien ies led the authors of [7℄ to de ne the AORTA diagram: a variation of the AND-OR tree better suited to
display exe ution of non-deterministi ode.
AORTA diagrams di er from AND-OR trees in two main
ways. First, nodes are repla ed by pro edure status boxes,
whi h indi ate the goal status (su eeded, failed, et .), how
many lauses are in the de nition of the pro edure, and
whi h lause is being pro essed. A `ti k' in the boxes represents su essful exe ution, a ross represents failure, a question mark represents an unknown out ome due to urrent
exe ution. The boxes of all pro edures in the body of a
lause are onne ted to a smaller box representing the lause
itself. The se ond modi ation is to use the lause bran h
in pla e of the OR nodes, thus allowing AORTA diagrams
to \somewhat" remove an extra layer of nodes2 . Clause
bran hes ended in a horizontal line indi ate failure, those
ending in a box indi ate they have been tried (the box itself might ontain a ti k, a question mark, et .), and those
with no entry represent untried lauses. Figure 3 shows the
AORTA diagram asso iated to the sear h tree in Figure 2.
2

The layer is not really eliminated but the small size of the
lause nodes allows a redu tion in spa e. The layer an be
ompletely eliminated by using \the long distan e view".
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mation regarding lauses whi h have not been explored yet.
We believe this information is not very useful, lutters the
s reen, and an be ome a serious problem in the presen e
of a high number of lauses. Furthermore, disjun t nodes
are used to represent the di erent lauses. This is be ause
Mer ury's ompiler merges all lauses of a predi ate into a
single lause with a disjun tion.

3.3 Backtracking
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Figure 3: AORTA diagram

AORTA diagrams have some appealing aspe ts: they provide a more ompa t format and produ e meaningful trees
when visualizing deterministi ode. However, as we will see
in Se tion 3.3, they an still be onfusing when dealing with
deep ba ktra king.

3.2 Layered AND-OR tree: Basic representation
Our visualization format, the layered tree, is also based on
the AND-OR tree. However, layered trees use three basi
node types: regular predi ate all nodes, disjun t nodes,
and swit h nodes. While all nodes are used to visualize
external events ( all/redo, and exit/fail/ex eption), disjun t
and swit h nodes are used to visualize internal events3 . The
tree is onstru ted entirely from tra e information.
The pro ess of building the basi tree for a program exe ution that does not involve ba ktra king is relatively simple.
Events may result in the addition of nodes to the tree, a
hange in a node's status, or a hange in the urrent node
(where exe ution is presently at). Ea h all event produ es a
new node (labelled with the predi ate name), whi h is added
to the tree. The logi al ontext of the all (e.g. whether it is
made from within a negation or disjun tion) is also shown,
using lighter- oloured i on nodes as parents. In all ases the
new node be omes the urrent node. On an exit or fail or exeption event, the urrent point moves ba k up the tree, and
the status of nodes below this point are hanged to exited
or failed or ex eption thrown, a ordingly.
Like AORTA trees, layered trees display su ess and failure indi ators at nodes. This is done by using the olour of
the verti al bar above ea h node: blue denotes alled but
not yet exited, green denotes alled and exited su essfully,
red denotes alled and failed, and orange denotes alled and
exited with an ex eption. The predi ate name is used to represent ea h node in the tree, and the urrent node is drawn
in blue. We believe olour provides a learer view and is a
reasonable approa h now that olour monitors are ommonpla e. Note that sin e our s reenshots are published here in
bla k and white, these indi ators are not visible. We have instead thi kened any alled but not yet exited (usually blue)
nodes to highlight the urrent state of exe ution, and annotated exited nodes with a ti k or ross to indi ate su ess
or failure (as in Figure 6). Layered trees provide no infor3
The external debugger interfa e in released versions of Merury does not in lude enough information to a urately inlude if-then-else nodes in the tree. We have added the
ne essary support to our private version of Mer ury, but
haven't yet modi ed ViMer to make use of this information.

Let us now look at the issue of visualizing deep ba ktra king, i.e., a situation in whi h a redo event o urs and exe ution revisits a previously su essful predi ate all in sear h
of alternative solutions. The diÆ ulty lies in the fa t that,
as opposed to the ase of SLD-trees, part of the AND-OR
tree already displayed has to be modi ed (erased, marked,
et .) to re e t the fa t that it has been ba ktra ked over.
The only previous work that provided a detailed representation of ba ktra king in AND-OR tree based formats was
the Transparent Prolog Ma hine's AORTA tree ba ktra king representation.
Let us use the program shown in Figure 4 to illustrate
this me hanism. Tree A in Figure 5 shows the AORTA tree
representing the exe ution ow up to the point in whi h both
a(X) and (X) have su eeded, binding X to 1, and the all
to b(1) has subsequently failed due to the failure of d(1).
p :− a(X), b(X).
a(X) :− c(X).
c(1).

b(X) :− d(X), e(X).
d(2).

c(2).

d(3).

c(3).

e(3).

Figure 4: Example logi

program with ba ktra king
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Figure 5: AORTA trees for example program with
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Figure 6: Layered trees for example program with ba ktra king

Up to this point, the exe ution ow is very lear sin e it
has been stri tly left-to-right. But on e ba ktra king takes
pla e the diagram already displayed needs to be modi ed.
And the modi ation not only onsists in adding new nodes,
as is the ase in SLD-trees, but also in modifying already
displayed nodes. Firstly, the visualization has to show how
the exe ution ba ktra ks to the last hoi e-point left at (X),
and su eeds when trying its se ond lause. Tree B shows
the asso iated AORTA tree. Note how in this representation
it is already diÆ ult to distinguish between nodes whi h are
urrently live (p, a and ) and those whi h have already
been ba ktra ked over (b and d).
Tree C shows the exe ution up to the point in whi h a(X)
has nished su essfully binding X to 2, and the all b(2)
has also nished with a fail b event after e(2) fails. Note
that the ghost status boxes behind nodes b and d use depth
to distinguish between an old all to the literals (b(1) and
d(1)) and the urrent one (b(2) and d(2)). AORTA diagrams allow the user to step through these di erent alls
by mouse- li king on the ghost. This rewinds the exe ution
replay to the time point when the previous invo ation o urred. Note that even though ghost status boxes are useful
in indi ating that ba ktra king has o urred, they do not
provide a lear link identifying whi h ghost nodes are assoiated with the same \redo layer" in the tree, that is, whi h
nodes be ome hidden together sin e the moment exe ution
started to ba ktra k ( rst redo event) until the moment forward exe ution was resumed ( rst non-redo event). In the
example, this means that the ghost node of b annot be
linked to that of d. Furthermore, sin e nodes are not erased,
if the tree orresponding to the se ond invo ation is di erent from that asso iated to the rst one, it an be diÆ ult

to see whi h nodes orrespond to whi h invo ation.
Tree D shows the exe ution up to the point in whi h b(2)
has failed, exe ution returns to the last hoi e-point left by
the disjun tion within (X), and su essfully exits binding
X to 3. On e again, it is diÆ ult to distinguish between
nodes whi h are urrently live (p, a and ) and those whi h
have already been ba ktra ked over (b, d and e). Finally,
Tree E shows the exe ution up to the point in whi h a(X)
exits binding X to 3, and b(3) su eeds. A ghost box is now
present behind the e node, sin e more than one invo ation
of e/1 now exists. Again, a qui k look at the tree gives
no lue regarding when and how this ba ktra king o urred
and whether it is related to that of nodes b and d.
Our tool provides a di erent ba ktra king representation
whi h addresses the above on erns: the exe ution tree is
layered, that is, it is divided into numbered redo-layers, ea h
of whi h represents the tree state before one or more redo
events. This provides a lear link between prior invo ations
of a predi ate, whilst also only showing the spe i related
subtree for ea h all. Furthermore, all nodes ba ktra ked
over in a single redo-layer are erased from the displayed tree
and integrated into a single ba ktra k (or ghost) node representing that layer. Let us illustrate this by onsidering
the layered trees in Figure 6 whi h show the same exe ution
steps as those in Figure 5.
As you an see, both formats produ e a similar Tree A.
Layered Tree B is, however, quite di erent from the AORTA
one: sin e the subtree resulting from the invo ation of b(1)
has been ba ktra ked over and no longer forms part of the
urrent proof tree, it is erased from the display and repla ed
by a single ba ktra k node. This node is labelled with its
redo frame number, that indi ates whi h layer of the tree

Redo frame 1

Redo frame 2

Redo frame 3

Figure 7: Three redo-layers after exe ution of example logi

(and whi h ba ktra king event) it is asso iated with. Layered Tree C is also quite di erent from the orresponding
AORTA tree. First, the position of its single ba ktra k node
learly indi ates when the ba ktra king o urred. Se ond,
the tree asso iated to b(2) is a ompletely new tree whi h
ontains no nodes asso iated to previous invo ations thus
avoiding any onfusion and redu ing the omplexity of the
displayed tree. Tree D shows again the advantages of erasing the part of the tree whi h has been ba ktra ked over,
resulting in a tree whi h learly shows the fa t that the
third hoi e in the disjun tion is being tried. Finally, Tree
E provides the ViMer tree asso iated to the su ess of p.
ViMer also provides a me hanism for moving between the
di erent redo-layers, both during exe ution and on e it is
omplete. We believe this provides a better understanding
of the exe ution ow during ba ktra king, with ea h intermediate layer representing a failed proof tree, and the nal
layer representing the nal proof tree. Figure 7 shows the
three layers produ ed by the omplete exe ution.
We would like to nish this se tion by dis ussing three
issues. Firstly, we believe our modi ations to the AORTA
tree are orthogonal to the parti ular hoi e of visual representation (treemaps, hyperboli trees, 3D, et .) sin e our
modi ations indi ate how nodes onne t to ea h other.
However, we believe 3D visualization would be the most adequate representation where ea h of the di erent redo-layers
ould be a tually displayed using the third dimension.
Se ondly, we would like to mention a related form of
tree visualization, the re- omputation tree, presented in [15℄
as a modi ed version of the AND-OR tree. The modi ations are spe i ally designed to represent parallel exeutions ombining both AND- and OR-parallelism, and in
whi h goal re- omputation is used during AND-parallel exe ution, i.e., if the AND-parallel goal ( & ) is exe uted,
is re omputed for ea h answer of . The re- omputation
tree asso iates a spe ial node to ea h (re) omputation, displaying a di erent solution for together with the omplete
exe ution of . Two slight variations of the re- omputation
tree (the C-tree and the VACE tree) are also presented differing mainly on how the ommon parts of 's exe ution
are displayed. There exists a lear relationship between the
(re) omputation nodes in the re- omputation tree and the
ghost nodes in our layer tree, whi h ea h (re) omputation
node essentially orresponding to a redo layer. However,
while re- omputation nodes only appear in AND-parallel
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a b
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onjun tions, our redo-layers an appear in any onjun tion.
Thus, we believe it is best to only show the most re ent layer
with the previous nodes ollapsed into a single ghost node
whi h indi ates the position at whi h ba ktra king o urred.
The nal issue is the display of built-ins. Mer ury has very
few built-ins, sin e most built-ins traditionally provided by
other Prologs are a tually provided as library predi ates in
Mer ury, and are thus treated by ViMer as any other predi ate. Two standard Mer ury built-ins are true and fail,
whi h Mer ury treats as an empty onjun tion and disjun tion, respe tively. As a result, there is no event spe i ally asso iated with them, and they are not visualized by
ViMer. Built-in uni ations and omparisons do not by default generate a tra e event, but re ent releases of mer ury
provide a ompile-time option to generate events for these
predi ates, whi h then appear to ViMer as normal prediates. Higher-order built-ins, su h as all(p), are treated
in Mer ury identi ally to p by itself, and are therefore also
treated identi ally by ViMer (there is no separate node for
all as distin t from p). Finally, it is interesting to note
that in Mer ury the usual predi ates for returning all solutions to a goal, su h as solutions, are de ned in a library
and are therefore displayed using the default me hanism.
This means that ea h solution gives rise to a di erent redo
layer. We are urrently investigating alternative representations for these predi ates, perhaps by treating the di erent
hoi es similarly to a onjun tion. Su h a spe ialised representation might also be useful for other highly-disjun tive
predi ates, su h as those used for variable labelling in onstraint logi programming appli ations.

4. TRACER-RELATED TECHNIQUES
Any debugger needs to traverse the large quantities of
events usually produ ed by real-sized programs and store
their asso iated information. In order to have an idea of the
overhead introdu ed by this, we used Mer ury's external debugger interfa e to perform ve tests on two di erent Merury programs. The rst example program is an insertionsort program sorting a list of twenty words. Its exe ution
involves 657 events. The se ond is a program whi h solves
a logi puzzle. Its exe ution involves 17,712 events. Note
that both of these exe utions are small, with real-sized Merury programs easily produ ing thousands or even millions
of events. The following table shows the results (in se onds)
of exe uting these programs in the following ve situations:

with debugging disabled; with debugging enabled but not
run through the external debugging interfa e; with debugging enabled without sending any tra e events (i.e., jumping
to the last event); tra ing all events (i.e., jumping from event
to event until exe ution's end) without requesting any information about ea h tra e event; and tra ing all events and
requesting basi information about that event.
Test
Debugging disabled
Debugging enabled
Tra e none
Tra e all
Tra e all and olle t

Sort
0.258s
0.259s
0.343s
0.782s
0.977s

Puzzle
0.254s
0.258s
0.409s
12.437s
18.231s

Table 1: Timings for the external debugger interfa e

It is lear from the table that obtaining a omplete tra e of
a Mer ury program's exe ution is too time onsuming even
for simple examples. This on lusion an be rea hed even
before the unavoidable overhead of visualizing su h nodes is
taken into a ount. Thus, any tool (visualizer or not) whi h
is based on olle ting, storing and manipulating exe ution
nodes must redu e the number of events pro essed as mu h
as possible. Furthermore, in order to be able to keep memory onsumption down to a reasonable level, it must also
redu e the amount of information stored for ea h event. In
order to a hieve this we have made three implementation
de isions whi h are borrowed from the te hniques used by
standard tra ers.
First, we de ided that program exe ution would pro eed
step by step in in rements indi ated by the user, as opposed
to o -line tools in whi h, as mentioned before, the program
is rst exe uted to ompletion and then presented to the
user. Our hoi e, also taken by other visualization tools
(e.g., [17, 16, 7℄), results in an exe ution tree whi h is lazily
and in rementally displayed as the user steps through the
exe ution.
Se ond, we de ided to allow the programmer to use spypoints to fo us on parti ular parts of the program. In order
to do this, our tool presents the user with a list of prediates/fun tions from whi h to sele t. Call or redo events for
pro edures not in the sele ted set will not be wat hed for or
pro essed; no node is reated for all/redo events not in the
sele ted set.
Spy-points will not only redu e the amount of time taken
by Mer ury's external debugger interfa e in pro essing the
events, but they will also redu e the size of ViMer's internal
data stru tures representing the tree, the amount of ommuni ation between the debugger and the instrumented program (sin e the external debugger interfa e will only send
events for predi ates of interest), and the size of the tree
shown to the user.
Note that the spy-points an be set dynami ally, i.e., they
an be added and removed during exe ution. In our implementation, hanging spy-points does not a e t the existing
tree: learly we an't in general add nodes for alls that we
didn't previously tra e, so keeping all existing nodes (even
nodes for pro edures removed from the set of spy-points) is
the simplest and most onsistent behaviour for this set. We
have not experimented with the hiding of nodes asso iated
with removed spy-points.
It is surprising to note that previous graphi al debuggers

have not provided this me hanism. The only visualization
we know of whi h used this idea is that of [8℄ whi h illustrated how to olle t di erent graphi al views from Mer ury
programs by using Morphine (essentially a onvenient prolog
interfa e to Mer ury's external debugger interfa e).
The nal te hnique borrowed from textual tra ers (and
perhaps the more ontroversial) is due to the fa t that remembering variable values at ea h point in the program
an be very expensive, espe ially for large re ursive data
stru tures if one re ords whole values rather than just the
hanges. For that reason, ViMer only stores variable binding information for the nodes in the urrently-live bran h,
dis arding this information as exe ution pro eeds. In other
words, the only variable bindings whose value is automatially available are those that are urrently live (i.e. variables
lo al to a s ope not yet exited), like in traditional pro edural
debuggers for imperative languages.
ViMer provides two ways of a essing variable bindings
for nodes that are no longer on the a tive bran h. The
simplest ( on eptually) is for the programmer to spe ify
\spy variables", i.e. program variables whose value is to be
memorized ea h time that variable's s ope is entered. The
more sophisti ated is to use the `retry' fa ility of Mer ury
to perform limited re-exe ution in order to re al ulate these
values. This fa ility uses the external debugger interfa e's
`retry' ommand to re-exe ute the smallest possible subtree
of the exe ution tree whi h will get us to the sele ted node,
i.e. re-exe uting from the losest ommon an estor of the
program's urrent position and the desired point. Be ause
the pla es of interest tend to be lose to the urrent point
of exe ution, this typi ally involves mu h less work than
re-exe uting the whole program. However, the urrent implementation of `retry' in the Mer ury debugging interfa e
requires running the subtree to ompletion before restarting
it. In the extreme ase where the losest ommon an estor
is the root node (`main'), this an require more work than
simply stopping and restarting the program. On the other
hand, `retry' an handle I/O better than simply restarting.
For example, it an \table" the results of reads to ensure
that the variables have the same values as in the rst exeution.
The algorithm used for adjusting and re onstru ting the
exe ution tree when the retry ommand is invoked is relatively straightforward: delete all hildren of the node, reset the node status to in-progress (i.e. hange its olour on
s reen), and remove the redo layers that hadn't yet o urred
at the initial all event of the sele ted node. In other words,
ensure that the only nodes and redo layers left in the tree
are those that were present at the initial all event of the
sele ted node.
Note that, whole slabs of exe ution an be skipped and
then later a essed by using the retry ommand. For example, one might skip a subtree ( orresponding to `step over' /
`next' in pro edural debuggers), or skip until the next spypoint/breakpoint is rea hed. The point about \skipping"
this exe ution is not just about not initially showing it to
the user, but also about being noti eably faster and using
less memory: the underlying debugging ma hinery needn't
send tra e events, and the graphi al debugger needn't proess or remember them, let alone manipulate tree layouts or
whatever information about an exe ution that the debugger
usually provides the user.

5.

TREE DRAWING

Displayed trees are ontinually hanging shape due to
their in remental display, the exploration of di erent redo
layers, and the use of re-exe ution. Thus, we need a tree
display me hanism that will not only allow relatively fast
drawing of the tree, but also eÆ ient updating. Furthermore, we would like the layout to remain reasonably stationary, i.e., parts of the tree stru ture ommon between
in rements should not unne essarily move in position.
In order to do this we made use of the onstraint-solving
toolkit QOCA, whi h was spe i ally designed for intera tive graphi al appli ations [11℄. Importantly, QOCA's solutions are di erentially updated: nding a new solution
after adding or removing onstraints involves less work than
nding a new solution from s rat h.
The rules urrently used for determining the layout of the
tree are as follows. First, the verti al position of ea h node is
fully determined by the node's depth in the tree sin e there
is a xed verti al distan e between a parent and its hildren.
Se ond, the set of onstraints on the oordinates of nodes
are (from strongest to weakest):

x

G: (Gap) Neighbouring nodes must be no loser than a
ertain distan e.
L,R: (Left/Right) Parent nodes must lie between their leftmost and right-most hildren.
S: (Siblings) The distan e between the left-most and rightmost hildren of a given parent is minimized.
H: (Half-way) Minimize the distan e from a parent to
half-way between its left-most and right-most hildren.
Constraint G ensures that nodes remain well spa ed apart,
and do not overlap. Constraint L,R for es a parent node to
lie horizontally between its hildren. Optimization fun tion
S groups siblings as losely together as possible. Finally,
optimization fun tion H pla es a parent node as lose to
the middle of its hildren as possible, along the -axis. A
ombination of these onstraints is applied to ea h node in
the tree, produ ing an aestheti ally pleasing and lear tree
layout. QOCA is then used to obtain a suitable solution and
determine o-ordinate values for ea h tree node. As nodes
are added to the tree, made visible, or hidden from view,
the onstraints are added or removed from QOCA.
Noti e that we are not using the standard tree drawing
onvention for layered ordered trees whi h is to require that
ea h parent node is entered between its hildren [4℄. Our
drawing onvention has the advantage that the layout an
be narrower than that obtained with the standard onvention sin e we ultimately allow the parent to be pla ed anywhere between its hildren. On the other hand omputing
the layout with our onvention does seem to require a linear
programming approa h rather than the use of a spe ialized
linear time algorithm su h as those developed for the standard onvention. One of the advantages of using a generi
linear onstraint solving approa h is that we an easily experiment with di erent tree drawing onventions while with
standard tree drawing algorithms the onvention is hardwired into the algorithm.
Although a omplete des ription of the algorithms used is
out of the s ope of this paper, let us give a brief overview
of the pro edure for making a node visible. Consider the
example tree and onstraints already applied to it, as shown
in Figure 8, Tree A. Ea h onstraint has been labelled using
the above letters (G, L, R, S, H). Let us assume we wish

x

to add and make visible a new node, F, as a hild to node
B and to the right of its sibling A. Tree B illustrates the
onstraints present after the new node is added. Note that
onstraints G and R relating to node A are removed, and
six new onstraints are added.
New constraints
Previous constraints

C

B

D

C

B

D

L

R

L,R
H

A

E

A

*G

Tree A

E

F

G,S

G

Tree B

Figure 8: Constraints used to add a node

The result is an eÆ ient adjustment of graphi al onstraints as the displayed tree hanges shape and size. Furthermore, QOCA will retain the basi shape and stru ture of
the tree during updates, preventing sudden hanges in layout when possible. There is, however, still room for improvement: ViMer sometimes pro esses tree hanges one hange
at a time, whereas some al ulations an bene t from being
delayed as late as possible: in e e t performing the al ulation on e per bat h of updates instead of on e per update.

6. CURRENT STATUS
As mentioned before, the urrent implementation onsists
of approximately 12000 lines of newly-written and 1500 lines
of modi ed Mer ury ode, and provides other features whi h
are ommonly supported by other visual debugging tools
su h sele tive hiding/expansion of subtrees, display of variable values, and sour e ode display. The rst feature allows
the user to sele t a node, and hide (or ollapse) the entire
sub-tree beneath it, thus not displaying any events resulting
from this predi ate all. The user may also sele t a ollapsed
node and expand either a single layer, or the entire subtree
below.
The se ond feature allows the user to a ess the value of
variables in the urrent node by right- li king on it. The
user is then presented with the list of variables asso iated to
that node and an hoose to view a textual or tree representation. The former is a standard textual display. The latter
uses a tree stru ture with fun tors as node names. List are
treated spe ially, with ea h list element appearing as a hild
of a spe ial <<list>> node. Figure 9 shows the same value
displayed using the textual and tree formats. Note that the
tree is drawn using the same algorithms used for drawing
the exe ution tree. Also note that the user is allowed to
expand and ollapse omponents of the displayed term tree
stru ture. We would like to extend this system to be able
to use type spe i representation of values. We ould then
in orporate tailored visualizations like those used in tools
su h as Gra e [12℄. Unfortunately, no information about

Figure 9: Variable drawing

Figure 10: Sour e

ode display

Figure 11: Part of the layered AND-OR tree for the se ond example

the type of the variable (other than the type's name) an be
obtained via the external debugger interfa e yet.
The nal feature allows the user to sele t whi h modules to display and displays the sour e ode of ea h sele ted
module in a separate window. The line number and module
information asso iated with ea h event is used to highlight
the relevant line of the ode during exe ution, as illustrated
in Figure 10.
This understanding ould be further improved by illustrating the onne tion between the exe ution ow and the
a tual pro edure generated by the ompiler. This would imply having two s reens per module, one showing the sour e
ode and another showing a high level version of the ompiled ode. Future work will investigate implementation of
su h a me hanism.

7.

SYSTEM EVALUATION

During the later stages of its development, the debugger
was shown to Mer ury developers at Melbourne University,
who provided feedba k about the tool and hanges they felt
were ne essary. Many of these hanges were subsequently
implemented. We have found the tool to provide a mu h
learer understanding of the exe ution ow of Mer ury programs than standard text-based tra es. The interfa e is effe tive and intuitive, and the tool runs eÆ iently, even when
visualizing larger programs.
In order to test the tool's ability to debug real Mer ury
programs, ViMer was run on several small and large Merury programs, in luding those with a wide range of nondeterminism and ba ktra king. The tool was also tested
on a Mer ury ray-tra er program, whi h provided an ex ellent example of a large-sized Mer ury program. Di erent
se tions of the ray-tra er's exe ution, and some large data
stru tures reated by the program were visualized quite su essfully. Furthermore, our visual debugger was used to debug itself, both for testing purposes, and in two ases, to
su essfully lo ate bugs in the tool itself.
Regarding eÆ ien y in extra ting tra e information, and
onstru tion and drawing of exe ution trees, we wish to devise some performan e tests that would a urately re e t
pro essing delays experien ed by users of the tool. Typi ally,
we would imagine that users would advan e exe ution by as
many as several hundred events, then explore some se tions
of the tree (by expanding ollapsed bran hes). Therefore,
we measured (a) the time required to extra t the rst 500
events and onstru t the internal tree representation and (b)
the time required to expand ea h parent node and explore
the entire tree, for two example programs. Tests were ondu ted on an AMD 1.2 GHz pro essor with 1GB of RAM.

The rst example program we tested was the logi puzzle
example used in Se tion 4, whi h is largely non-deterministi .
Jumping to the 500th event under the debugger takes 1.3
se onds (elapsed time), and results in a layered AND-OR
tree ontaining 62 nodes. If, instead, one takes 500 steps
(one by one), the maximum time taken for a step is 0.06
se onds (the average time taken for a step was 0.007 se onds).
The se ond example program we tested was the debugger
itself. In this example, jumping to the 500th event of its
exe ution took 2.2 se onds, and resulted in a tree ontaining 229 nodes. If, instead, one pro eeds step by step, the
maximum time taken for a step is 0.45 se onds. (The average time taken for a step was 0.017 se onds.) Figure 11
shows part of the layered AND-OR tree displayed during
the exe ution of the se ond example program.
For larger programs, one would usually sele t some spypoints of interest rather than visualizing the whole exe ution
tree (whi h would be mu h too large to t on s reen). If this
results in only a small number of nodes on s reen (i.e. few
ommuni ated tra e events and little tree layout work) then
the elapsed time will be very lose to the time orresponding
to the `Tra e none' test in Table 1. In order to test this, we
set a single spypoint on a re ursive predi ate and jumped to
event number 50,000. This took 3.9 se onds, reating a tree
ontaining 138 nodes. Considering that for 17,712 events
the timings taken from the external debugger interfa e was
0.409 se onds, and that of those more than 138 events (regular all nodes usually orrespond to several events) were
a tually tra ed and their information requested (last test of
Table 1), the overhead introdu ed by ViMer seems indeed
quite reasonable.
Regarding how long is required to a ess old variable values using re-exe ution, it's hard to give a good feel for it. In
the worst ase, it an be omparable to the time taken to
run the whole program. In pra ti e, the nodes one is interested in tend to be lose to the urrent node. As an average
ase analysis, suppose that the exe ution tree is an n-ary
tree of uniform depth. Clearly the average ase depends
on the probability distribution of a esses, though it's not
lear what the true distribution is. If the urrent node and
the node we wish to a ess are independently uniformly distributed about the tree, then the smallest subtree ontaining
both those nodes will on average be omparable to the size
of the whole tree. At the other extreme, if the probability
of a retry requiring an amount of work is something like
W , then the average amount of work required is a onstant
independent of the total tree size.
In our experien e using ViMer, the time taken by retry has

e

W

been usually less than 0.1 se onds, and rarely more than a
se ond.
Note that our tool relies heavily upon redu ing the amount
of visible nodes by spying a subset of the de ned predi ates
and by ollapsing nodes. This not only aids the user in
visualizing su h large and omplex trees, but also redu es
pro essor time required for tree drawing. Our se ond example program illustrated how display times an in rease
substantially when more than a few hundred nodes are visible, however we do not expe t that users would want to ompletely expand su h a large and omplex tree. Note that the
delay involved in extra ting tra e information and onstru ting the internal tree representation is omparatively small.
There is, however, room for improvement in the urrent algorithm, whi h only supports in remental update of the tree
one node at a time. This reates ineÆ ien ies when adding
or hiding several nodes at on e between updates of the user
display, sin e some onstraints will be added and then removed without being used to obtain oordinate values. We
plan to modify the algorithm to remove this ineÆ ien y.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the layered AND-OR tree, a tree spe ifi ally designed to visualize the exe ution of programs whi h,
like Mer ury's, are mostly deterministi but an ontain
non-deterministi predi ates. We believe this tree provides
a better understanding of the exe ution ow during deep
ba ktra king, with ea h intermediate layer representing a
failed proof tree, and the nal layer representing the nal
proof tree. We have also shown how to use in remental
onstraint-solving apabilities to eÆ iently draw and in rementally update the layered tree, obtaining an aestheti ally
pleasing and lear tree layout.
Finally, our tool borrows several te hniques from standard
tra es to obtain a realisti tradeo between eÆ ien y and
usefulness. In parti ular, our tool does not require the entire
exe ution to nish for it to work, it allows the use of \spy
points" to spe ify whi h predi ates' events are visualized in
the tree, and only allows dire t a ess to variables in nodes
appearing in the urrently live bran h. The e e t of the
latter de ision is softened by allowing the user to set up spy
points on variables whose values will then be remembered
even if not in the urrently live bran h, and providing reexe ution me hanisms that allow the user to go ba k to any
node already appearing in the tree.
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